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Elderly…
 Elderly are defined as aged 65 years or more as

reported in 32% of participants in a
retrospective analysis of 59 300 patients from
495 cooperative group trials sponsored by the
National Cancer Institued performed from 1997
– 2000.
 The current cut off of younger versus elderly is

likely to be in the range of 70 years, but this
may vary in disease-specific manner

Elderly…
 In the field of brain tumors, the likely cut off would

be 60-65 years in primary central nervous system
lymphoma in which the question focuses on the
decision between high dose versus conventional
dose chemotherapy.
 More likely to be 65-70 years for malignant

gliomas in which the choice is between single
modality versus multimodality management
approaches.

Key Points…
 Age strongly determines the risk of development

for specific types of brain tumors.
 Age is a major therapy-independent prognostic
factor for brain tumor patients.
 Age is associated with less aggressive treatment of
brain tumors.
 Age is associated with specific molecular features
of glial brain tumors, for example absence of IDH
and p53 mutations.

 Isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) genes in gliomas has

provided the first major molecular marker that may account
for the negative prognostic impact of age, they are virtually
absent in malignant gliomas in patients aged 60 years or
more .
 A retrospective analysis of patients from the German
Glioma Network provided evidence that the IDH1 status is
more prognostic for overall survival than standard
histological criteria.
 Among 382 patients with grade III/IV gliomas, IDH1
mutation status was the most prominent single prognostic
factor, followed by age, diagnosis and (MGMT) status.

MGMT PROMOTER METHYLATION IN ELDERLY
PATIENTS WITH GLIOBLASTOMA
 Approximately 40% to 45% of all glioblastomas exhibit

hypermethylation of the MGMT promoter region, thereby
inactivating the gene is correlating with increased efficacy
of temozolomide.
 Elderly patients without MGMT promoter methylation

derived no clinical benefit from any alkylating
chemotherapy, regardless of whether it was received at
diagnosis or as salvage therapy.
 Among the patients who had MGMT promoter

methylation, both PFS and OS was significantly extended
with alkylating chemotherapy.

SURGERY FOR ELDERLY PATIENTS
WITH GLIOBLASTOMA
Several authors have examined patient survival data with
regard to the extent of tumor resection …
• Chaichana and colleagues……
• Vuorinen and colleagues…..
• Stark and colleagues…..

• In summary, the published data suggest that elderly
patients with newly diagnosed glioblastoma who
undergo maximal safe surgical resection rather than
biopsy alone have improved PFS and OS. Furthermore,
greater extent of resection appears to be correlated
with an incremental survival benefit in the elderly
population, similar to studies in younger patients

Table 1. Studies of Surgical Interventions
for Elderly Patient with Glioblastoma
Minimum Age
(Median) y

Minimum
KPS
(Median)

65 (73)

70 (80)

60 (NR)

NA

Study Design

Therapies

No. of
Patients

Median
OS, mo

Retrospective cohort,
single center

Debulking Biopsy
alone

40
40

Retrospective cohort,
single center,
regression analysis

65 (70.8)

NA (70)

Retrospective cohort
Single center

65 (70)

60 (73)

Prospective,
randomized

P

Media
n PFS,
mo

P

Reference

5.7
4.0

.02

NR

NA

Chaichana
20119

.01
<.00
01
<.00
1

NR
NR
NR

NA
NA
NA

Stark
200710

.000

Ewelt
201111

NA

Vuorinen
200312

Resection
RT
Repeat resection

25
104
39

NR
NR
NR

Surgery
Surgery + RT
Surgery + RT+TMZ

31
37
35

2.2
4.4
15

Biopsy only
Partial resection
Complete resection

43
37
23

2.2
7
13.9

Biopsy only
Debulking

16
14

3
6

1.8
3.2
6.4
.000

.034
6

2.1
3.4
6.4

NR
NR

Abbreviations: KPS – Karnofsky Performance Status; NA- Not Available; NR – Not Reported; OS – Overall Survival;
PFS – Progression-free Survival; RT – Radiotherapy; TMZ - temozolomide
Cancer January 15, 2016

RADIATION FOR ELDERLY PATIENTS
WITH GLIOBLASTOMA
• Keime-Guibert and colleagues, as a part of ANOCEF,
conducted a prospective, randomized trial of either involvedfield radiation to 50.4 grays (Gy) in 28 fractions or best
supportive care for patients with glioblastoma aged >70 years
• Roughly 50% of the patients in that study underwent biopsy
only. The trial ultimately was closed early, because a significant
improvement in survival was observed with radiation therapy.
• No differences in quality of life or cognition were observed
between groups. The authors concluded that radiation was an
appropriate consideration for the treatment of glioblastoma in
elderly patients if their performance status was sufficiently high.
Cancer January 15, 2016

CHEMOTHERAPY ALONE IN TREATMENT
OF ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH
GLIOBLASTOMA
• Chinot and colleagues performed a prospective study of
temozolomide in patients aged >70 years,27 using the same adjuvant
dosing regimen as Stupp and colleagues. They observed both PFS
and OS were comparable to the survival reported in other
contemporary trials of temozolomide therapy alone. Thus, the
investigators suggested that temozolomide may be a reasonable
monotherapy for newly diagnosed glioblastoma in elderly patients.
• MGMT methylation status was not considered in the study.
• The authors also analyzed 44% of tumors in the study for MGMT
methylation status and observed that patients who had methylated
tumors had significantly longer survival compared with those who had
unmethylated tumors (7.75 vs 4.5 months, respectively). Multivariate
analysis suggested that MGMT methylation status was an
independent prognostic factor for the patients who received
temozolomide.
Cancer January 15, 2016

CHEMOTHERAPY ALONE IN TREATMENT
OF ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH
GLIOBLASTOMA
• Brandes and colleagues performed in patients aged >65 years, a
prospective, sequential, nonrandomized trial of :
o Radiation alone (n524);
o Radiation plus procarbazine, lomustine, and vincristine (PCV)
(n532);
o Or radiation plus temozolomide (n523)

• The temozolomide-containing group had significantly better PFS
(10.7 months) than either the PCV group (6.9 months) or the
radiation-alone group (5.3months),
• OS was better in the temozolomide containing group (14.9 months)
compared with radiation alone (11.2 months) but not better than that
in the PCV group (12.7 months). MGMT methylation status was not
included in the analysis of those data.

Primary Central Nervous
System Lymphoma
• The dramatically increased risk of severe neurotoxicity
with higher age has been most clearly delineated in
patients with primary central nervous system lymphoma.

• This patient population has also revealed that there are
clear age-dependent differences in response rate,
duration of response, and benefit from salvage
treatment.
• Median overall survival was 14.2 months for patients
aged 60 or more versus 38.4 months for patients aged
59 or less
Current Opinion in Neurology 2011, 24:599–604

LONG TERM QUALITY OF LIFE OF ELDERLY
PEOPLE IN DIFFERENT AGE GROUPS AFTER
MENINGIOMA SURGERY
• Health related quality of life was analyzed in 133 elderly patients
ranging from 55 to 84 years who underwent surgical meningioma
resection between 2004 and 2010. 50 of them were male and 83
female (3M: 5F).
• The median age was 67.3 +/- 7.4 years. The average time
between surgery and interview was 3.8 +/- 2.5 years. Six
different age groups each compromising 5 years of age were
established.
RESULTS: they found significant lower levels of physical function,
vitality, social role function, mental health, general health perception
and significant higher levels of pain when comparing the older
groups (especially from 75 to 79 years) with younger patients from
55 to 59 years of age.
Neuro-Oncology. 16(suppl_2) Supplement 2:ii48, September 2014

Patien
t

Age

Se
x

Clinical Status

Diagnosis

Operation

Complication

Outcome

1

80

M

Headache, dissiness, progressive hearing
loss in right ear, IHD, gastric ulcer

Right acoustic neuroma

Tumor debulking

Intracerebral
hemorrhage, DIC,
aspiration pneumonia

Death

2

90

F

Progressive generalized headache,
vomiting

Large skull base
meningioma

Tumor debulking

Pneumonia, meningitis,
septicemia

Death

3

81

F

Headache, epilepsy, urinary incontinence,
inability to walk for 3 months

Large frontal skull base
meningioma

Tumor debulking

None

Good

4

83

F

Left hemiparesis, urinary incontinence for
3 months

Right large parietooccipital
meningioma

Tumor excision

None

Good

5

100

F

Headache, visual hallucinations

Right occipital falx
meningioma invating the
superior sagital sinus

Tumor excision

DVT, pulmonary
embolism

Death

6

80

F

Headache, depression

Right temporal convexity
meningioma

Tumor excision

None

Same as
preop

7

85

F

Headache, epilepsy

Right temporal convexity
meningioma

Tumor excision

None

Good

8

80

M

Multiple injures from MVA, incidental
finding of meningioma

Left frontoparietal convexity
meningioma

Tumor excision

Left homonymous
hemianopsia

Good

9

81

M

Multiple injuries from MVA, incidental
finding of meningioma

Recurrent right
temporoparieto-occipital
meningioma

Tumor excision

Left homonymous
hemianopsia

Good

10

80

M

Headache, progressive left eye visual
deterioration, 6th nerve palsy

Left petrous bone apex
cholesterol granuloma

Tumor debulking

None

Good

11

81

F

Headache, blind, progressive right ear
hearing loss, inabiliy to walk, loss
sphincter control

Right acoustic neuronoma

Tumor debulking

Hypotension,
intracerebral
hemorrhage, respiratory
arrest

Death

*by Al Anazi AR. Surgical precautions to maintain quality of life in patients aged more than 80 years with
benign brain tumors, Qatar Medical Journal Vol. 14 No. 1, June 2005, 23-25

Brain & Leptomeningeal Metastases
• In elderly patients the maintenance of quality of life and
tolerance of treatment may be even more relevant than for
patients with primary brain tumors.
• Aggressive treatment for leptomeningeal metastases is
typically administered to younger patients.
• Clinical trials on central nervous system involvement in
systemic cancer should probably consider the histology of
the primary tumors more than in the past. The first widely
used prognostic score had already incorporated an age cutoff of 70.

Current Opinion in Neurology 2011, 24:599–604

Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment:
Evaluation of Older Patients
• Comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA) is a process developed by
geriatricians to evaluate the functional and global health status of the
elderly patient.
• The goals of CGA are identification and management of age-related
problems, selection of the most appropriate therapy, and avoidance of
overtreatment as well as under treatment.
• CGA consists of a thorough evaluation of comorbid conditions, functional
status, nutritional status, social support, poly pharmacy, and cognition.

• The CGA results are found beneficial for assessing life expectancy,
predicting treatment tolerance, and are closely related to the prognosis of
elderly patients in general.

Neuro-Oncology 16(11), 1459–1468, 2014

Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment:
Evaluation of Older Patients
• Mortality at 2 years increases with lower functional status,
dementia, and depression.

• Dependency in daily living activities, poor nutritional status and
lack of social support have been associated with a worse
tolerance to CT.
• Recently, the Elderly Task Force (ETF) of the European
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC)
proposed a consensus for an elderly minimum dataset, This
proposed dataset includes the G8 questionnaire, IADL
questionnaire, information about social situation, and the Charlson
Comorbidity Index (CCI).
Neuro-Oncology 16(11), 1459–1468, 2014

Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment:
Evaluation of Older Patients
• Recently evaluated the Adjusted-Age and CCI in the assessment
of adjuvant radio chemotherapy for elderly GBM patients and
showed that the Adjusted-Age, CCI influenced survival in both
univariante and multivariante analyses (P ¼ .004, P ¼ .001,
respectively).
• In a complementary work, the effectiveness and good tolerance of
radio chemotherapy in elderly GBM patients was confirmed when
KPS 70% and CCI less than3.
• CGA should be developed in general clinical practice, and the
multidisciplinary team managing the care of elderly GBM patients
should include a geriatric physician.
Neuro-Oncology 16(11), 1459–1468, 2014

PROPOSED DECISION TREE BEFORE SURGERY
Resection if fitting with the
rationale, if not biopsy

KPSps≥70
and CCI<3

Favorable CGAa
PATIENT

Resection if fitting with the
rationaleb, if not biopsy

KPSps=60
or 3≤CCI<8
Unfavorable CGAa
KPSps<60
or CCI≥8

We discuss biopsy or best
supportive carec

Neuro-Oncology 16(11), 1459–1468, 2014

PROPOSED DECISION TREE POST SURGERY

KPSps≥70
and CCI<3

Age ≤75yr

Stupp protocol or
RT40Gy/15f TMZd

Age >75ys

RT40Gy/15f TMZd
We discuss TMZ alone
particularly for
methylated MGMTp

Age >80ys

PATIENT
Favorable CGAa
KPSps=60
or 3≤CCI<8

KPSps<60
or CCI≥8

Unfavorable CGAa

Methylated MGMTp
Unmethylated MGMTp

TMZ alone

RT alone (40Gy/15f)
or TMZ alone, or best
supportive care

We discuss best
supportive care
Neuro-Oncology 16(11), 1459–1468, 2014

CONCLUSION
In elderly patients, it is necessary to consider the
natural history of brain tumor in conjunction with
the patient’s clinical status, pre-operative fitness
and the biological rather than the chronological
age.
The aim should be to reduce pain, improve the
quality of life and make the patient self-sufficient
while respecting the ethical, familial and social
aspects.
Surgery should be short and minimally invasive
with careful intra-and-post-operative monitoring.

